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Crepes are popular in many countries around the world.Preparation of this delicious food became

so quick and easy with contemporary small kitchen appliances.In this book, you will find

step-by-step instructions on how to prepare and make this wonderful meal in several different ways.

Enjoy!ContentsIntroductionCrepes Recipe #1Crepes Recipe #2Crepes Recipe #3 - No-Sugar1 -

Batter Preparation Using a Blender2 - Batter Preparation Using a Hand MixerTwo Ways of Baking:1

- Bake Using a Skillet2 - Bake Using a Crepe MakerCrepes Filling Variations:Sweet Cottage

Cheese FillingSweet Cottage Cheese Filling With CherriesSalty (Non-Sweet) Cottage Cheese

FeelingFresh Strawberries FillingFresh Strawberries And Blueberries FillingPoppy Seeds

FillingMushrooms FillingChicken Meat FillingMushroom - Cabbage FillingStrawberry Dressing
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I like crepes but I haven't eaten a large variety of crepes because, frankly, I didn't know there were

as many as Oksana Vitruk has provided in her book, CREPES - CREPE RECIPES - STEP BY

STEP RECIPE COOKBOOK (Famous Ukranian Recipes).I know that in my younger and more



ignorant days I used to think of crepes as merely thin pancakes, but I am grateful for Oksana's book

because I can see in no time I will be making my own crepes at home.Her step-by-step instruction

with accompanying photographs is easy clear and easy to follow.My particular favorites are:Poppy

Seeds Filled CrepesMushroom Filled CrepesOksana also provided links to some of her other

books. I noticed her book on RED BORSCH and look forward to getting it soon.Excellent book on

authentic Ukranian crepes.

Being of French descent, I always have a stack of crepes in my fridge. In our home we use them as

Mexicans use tortillas, so I keep them handy for wrapping fillings.I was pleased to find this book and

the many filling recipes it contains. We already made the mushroom filling and the chicken meat

filling yesterday and they were excellent.If you are new to crepe making, the pictures are very good

and directions are easy to follow. All in all, an excellent guide to making and filling crepes.

Recommended

It was a pleasant surprise to find the Famous Ukrainian Recipes Crepes cookbook by Oksana

Vitruk. I wasn't expecting to find such a well-written, delightful cookbook, but I was pleased to find

good recipes with photos showing how to prepare crepes.Vitruk illustrates crepe making using

numerous color photos. Once she's done showing the basics, she then includes recipes using

crepes. Again, numerous color photos show how the recipe looks.You will find recipes such

as:Crepes Recipe #1Sweet Cottage Cheese FillingSweet Cottage Cheese Filling With

CherriesFresh Strawberries FillingMushroom FillingChicken Meat FillingThere is an interactive table

of contents making navigation easy.Recommend.Penmouse

If you are looking for a series of well written cookbooks, take a look at the Famous Ukrainian

Recipes series which the crepes cookbook is part of. I have yet to find another cookbook that is as

well structured, well written, beautifully illustrated and delivers authentic recipes. In this particular

volume you find 3 basic batter recipes, lots of sweet and savory fillings, detailed preparation

instructions. Any crepe lover will be delighted with this cookbook.

I so LOVE crepes! They are actually my favorites and with this wonderful cookbook I found some

pretty cool and delicious recipes for all kinds of crepes. Beautifully illustrated and formatted. It is

really easy and quick for anyone to make them. You HAVE TO try the salty cottage cheese filling!

YUMMY and highly recommended.



The only experience I've had with crepes was as a child at grandmas. She made blintzes every year

when we came to visit. Sweet cottage and ricotta cheese in a sweet crepe with strawberry jam on

top. We couldn't get enough. I never thought to make other crepes. So many ideas in this book, so

little time to make them all. Well, make time! You will be amazed at the wonderful savory crepe

ideas for dinner or appetizers. How about eggs with your favorite veggs and cheese in a giant crepe

for breakfast? Yes, it's like a burrito, but oh so much lighter and more flavorfull. I was using egg roll

and won ton wrappers for appetizers, but mini crepes were an even bigger hit with friends. (and they

don't need deep frying or even baking). Light and fluffy, I'm just loving these and this book. Thanks

Oksana!

This is really a terrific book on crepe-making. It has three different recipes for crepe batter and

different ways to mix them up. On top of that there are lots of intriguing fillings to put in those crepes.

Imagine a Poppy seed filling. Sounds delicious, doesn't it?Oksana Vitruk sure has produced a lot of

great cookbooks, but I think this one might be her best yet.

Wow, what a nice book.The book is filled with superb delicious photos on how you we can make

crepes.I like the clear and easy step by step instructions.I also like the numbers of different recipes

this book contains.Highly recommended.
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